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Pachinko (National Book Award Finalist) - Min Jin Lee 2017-02-07
A New York Times Top Ten Book of the Year and National Book Award finalist, Pachinko is an
"extraordinary epic" of four generations of a poor Korean immigrant family as they fight to control their
destiny in 20th-century Japan (San Francisco Chronicle). NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2017 * A
USA TODAY TOP TEN OF 2017 * JULY PICK FOR THE PBS NEWSHOUR-NEW YORK TIMES BOOK CLUB
NOW READ THIS * FINALIST FOR THE 2018DAYTON LITERARY PEACE PRIZE* WINNER OF THE
MEDICI BOOK CLUB PRIZE Roxane Gay's Favorite Book of 2017, Washington Post NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER * #1 BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER * USA TODAY BESTSELLER * WALL STREET JOURNAL
BESTSELLER * WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER "There could only be a few winners, and a lot of losers.
And yet we played on, because we had hope that we might be the lucky ones." In the early 1900s, teenaged
Sunja, the adored daughter of a crippled fisherman, falls for a wealthy stranger at the seashore near her
home in Korea. He promises her the world, but when she discovers she is pregnant--and that her lover is
married--she refuses to be bought. Instead, she accepts an offer of marriage from a gentle, sickly minister
passing through on his way to Japan. But her decision to abandon her home, and to reject her son's
powerful father, sets off a dramatic saga that will echo down through the generations. Richly told and
profoundly moving, Pachinko is a story of love, sacrifice, ambition, and loyalty. From bustling street
markets to the halls of Japan's finest universities to the pachinko parlors of the criminal underworld, Lee's
complex and passionate characters--strong, stubborn women, devoted sisters and sons, fathers shaken by
moral crisis--survive and thrive against the indifferent arc of history. *Includes reading group guide*
Miró and Mallorca - Pere A. Serra 1986
Examines the effect of Mallorcan customs, folk art, and history on Miro's art, describes the artist's life, and
shows examples of his paintings and sculpture
Catalogue of Valid Species and Synonyms - M. Barts 1997

sort of ritual farewells with his life crossed his mind. Crossing his mind to write a long letter (but, to
whom?), then having a shower, making a cup of hot coffee milk, playing a song by George Harrison, My
Sweet Lord, or writing a poem.... (A Knife) "Please don't laugh, Doc," I struck her first with a serious facial
expression and with an Al Pacino's theatrical gesture behind a wooden pulpit when he was starting to give
a speech as a New York mayor in front of the Japanese executives in the City Hall.... (An Ulcer)Far below,
the cars were crawling slowly. The rain caused a traffic jam. Such a big city disease. People were passing
by, bringing umbrellas. They were rushing around, like being chased by something. A group of teenagers
offered the rented umbrellas. They walked behind the umbrellas' tenants and let the rain wet their heads,
faces and bodies.... (Rendezvous)I almost jumped to immediately open it. I saw him standing with a cheerful
smile, a quiet gesture, as usual. And what I always missed: his sullen eyes. A happy smile and a sad look,
lips and eyes, so close the distance, so much the difference. Was this man created from the paradox?
(Because Rinana is Gone)
My Face Book (Hmong/English) - Star Bright Books 2017-11-15
Babies respond to and learn from seeing other babies! Little ones will love looking again and again at the
sweet faces in this best-selling book.
The Novelist as Philosopher - John Cruickshank 1978
Life Almost Still - Carme Riera 2016-06-19
One missing person case remains unsolved and now another student has disappeared from Barcelona
University. His girlfriend and colleagues report matters to the police and university authorities but they
refuse to become involved in the case, believing that he has left voluntarily. This soon changes, however, as
the college becomes a backdrop for a suspenseful account of grisly murders.
Modesty - Clifton Fahie Jr 2021-10-15
Prepare to enter a world where a nation so great is finally tested as if jackals and lions collide. Will Valkar
be a jackal or a lion?
Tante Eva - Paula Bomer 2021-05-18
A woman and her niece are bound together and driven apart by loves, desires, frustrations, and addictions.
East Berlin, a few years after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Eva, a retired nurse, makes it through her day on a
combination of stimulants and sleeping pills, wine and brandy. She finds fleeting joy in American jazz and
blues records, and occasional visits from her married lover. Her friendly teenaged neighbor is her closest
companion. Then her American niece, Maggie, arrives in Berlin. Eva is thrilled—Maggie is just the
companion she’s been seeking. But happiness begins to slide from Eva’s grasp as Maggie’s own fierce drug
addiction reveals itself. Tante Eva is a story that deftly takes in decades of family life and German history,
estrangement, joys, and disappointments. It is a portrait of East Berlin in the years after the Wall came
down, and of an overlooked woman pursuing happiness and sexual pleasure. It is the finest book yet from
Paula Bomer, an author whose work Jonathan Franzen describes as “some of the rawest and most urgent
writing I can remember encountering.”
Death Tax - Lucas Hnath 2013
Typescript draft, dated 5-18-12. Unmarked script of a play that received its world premiere in the 2012

Partita No. 3 - Cecep Syamsul Hari 2020-08-17
"Sit down. I'm going to play a tune for you. Hmm... what about Sebastian Bach? For a year, you've just paid
a brief visit twice and it seems to me that you get enough of it. It's okay. I just don't know whether, after
this evening, you will come again...." (Partita No. 3 in E for Solo Violin)"A good opening for your new short
story," said Anna. "Maybe," I replied. My eyes looked into Anna's blue eyes, penetrating the kitchen wall,
passing over the meadow, crossing the river, coming into the forest depth, and seeing the woman...." (One
Thousand Seagulls of Narrawa)He did see a pale hand with delicate fingers, dancing in a quiet space, at a
cold night, with a little wind. At a glance, gladioli, red roses, and fern leaves had grown into a living
painting on a small pot, black, and a parrot was flapping a pair of the dark wings.... (Awake)An army of
soldiers was practicing marching with the full force in distance. One could hear someone giving a cue. The
marching songs shed those dry season leaves. The telephone was ringing incessantly. I finally struggled to
unplug the cord. I stowed away under a dining table.... (Silhouette)"You will die. Somewhere, in the sea. A
whale will swallow your body. You will not be reborn, as a better human being, worse, or just average. Not
like other living beings, tigers, groupers, or herons, for instance. You have no enemies, but there will be
someone loving to hear you dying...." (I Know, I Will Die, in the Sea)He thought the time had come. Some
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Hunana Festival of New Plays at the Actors Thatre of Louisville.
Democracy Take-off? - Dewi Fortuna Khaidir-Anwar 2013
Toward a General Theory of Action - Talcott Parsons 2013-10-01
'Stay Alive ' (SA ) is a modern rules variant that is intended for use with the Tunnels & Trolls role-playing
game. This is not a standalone game. While intended and designed for version 7.5 of the T&T rules, any
edition will work as the basics are all fairly similar. The system will work well if you are planning on
running a game in a multitude of modern campaign genres. Future volumes from Darkshade Publishing will
be released to offer specific campaign information along with GM or Solo adventures. This is the rules only
edition. Includes: Character Sheet, Modern Weapons Charts, Rules for Automatic Weapons, New Range
Charts, Modifiers for Missile Combat, and much more.
Who Is This Allah? - G.J.O. Moshay 2008
Is Allah the God of the Bible? In any of the one hundred and fifty sects and sub-sects of Islam, the common
denominator is Allah. Who is this Allah? Much has been written on the religion of Islam and its prophet; but
not much is said about the god of the religion. One reason is the assumption that the god of Islam and the
God of Christianity are one and the same. When, on September 11, 2001, some Muslims carried out a wellorganized attack, destroying the The World Trade Center and damaging the Pentagon, a letter of last
instruction from the leaders of the terrorist network was discovered. Written in Arabic, it says their mission
was a service to God. Actually this was a mistranslation. The word the terrorists used is not the Arabic word
for God but Allah. The Arabic word for God is Ilah. So they believed they were working for Allah, not God.
Who is this Allah? Were these terrorists extremists, or were they serving the Allah of the Qur'an? The war
against terrorism goes beyond overthrowing the Taliban regime in Afghanistan or even killing Osama bin
Laden. The war on terror may not be won unless we understand the Allah the terrorists say inspires them.
Not all Muslims are terrorists. But the terrorists' letter, which is quoted fully in chapter three, gives great
insight into the Islamic religion and the motivation for religious terrorism in the world. Why have we shied
away from probing the identity of the Allah of Islam? Possibly it is because if Allah is not the God of the
Bible, it would force us to face many ugly facts. For example, if Allah is the true God, and the Qur'an,
Islam's sacred book, is true, then Christians can be sure they are lost, no matter how zealous they may be.
The reverse would also be true. It is necessary, therefore, to provide sufficient information to enable you to
determine your own verdict, and answer the question: Who is this Allah? This book will do that.
In the Garden of the Heart - Ernest Leaverton 1919
Guidelines on Recruitment Advertising - Department of Finance and Deregulation 2010-07
Eloquent Silence - Sandra Brown 2014-05-06
Lauri is a dedicated young teacher for the deaf. Her past conceals a wound still unhealed, her present is a
facade, and she uses her career to hide her loneliness. Drake, daytime TV's most popular star, has two
secrets -- the daughter he believes may never have a normal life and the dead wife he can't forget. Jennifer
is the beautiful hearing-impaired child who may become a pawn between the man and the woman she
needs most. Now, in a chic New Mexico arts community, the three are given a chance to be a family...but
first each must find a voice to express the deepest fears and greatest needs of the heart.
Awesome Since November 1993 - Awesome Publishing 2019-05-29
Awesome Since November Novelty Notebook Daily dairy / journal / notebook to write in, for creative
writing, for creating list, for scheduling, Organizing and Recording your thoughts. Makes a perfect
november birthday gift idea or anniversary present for any special person in your life. Show everyone your
value kindness in the world with this awesome notebook. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" 120 pages Softcover
Bookbinding Flexible Paperback
Sexdeathrebirth - Joan Pope 2018-08-06
Collage art and poetry pertaining to gnosis, eroticism, the sacred, individualism, sexuality, intimacy, love,
and freedom.
A Dictionary of Synonyms and Antonyms - Alan Spooner 1999
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The Oxford Dictionary of Synonyms and Antonyms provides an easy-to-use source of over 150,000
alternative and opposite words in order to improve your wordpower and communication skills, and also
make your English more interesting and original. For each entry, synonyms are listed alphabetically within
each sense, and antonyms are placed at the end of entries where appropriate. There are illustrated
examples to show how words of less obvious senses are used, and markers such as 'informal','derogatory',
and 'obsolete' highlight the usage style. There is extensive cross-referencing to other entries for extended
lists of synonyms and to related words to broaden your knowledge. There is also a Lexicon of Hard Words
with interesting and unusual words as diverse as erubescence (blushing) and jumbal (sweet crisp cake),
which will provide fascinating and useful additions to anyone's vocabulary.
Germany; - Madame de Staël (Anne-Louise-Germaine) 1814
Dear Life - Alice Munro 2012-11-13
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE© IN LITERATURE 2013 A New York Times Notable Book A Washington
Post Notable Work of Fiction A Best Book of the Year: The Atlantic, NPR, San Francisco Chronicle, Vogue,
AV Club In story after story in this brilliant new collection, Alice Munro pinpoints the moment a person is
forever altered by a chance encounter, an action not taken, or a simple twist of fate. Her characters are
flawed and fully human: a soldier returning from war and avoiding his fiancée, a wealthy woman deciding
whether to confront a blackmailer, an adulterous mother and her neglected children, a guilt-ridden father,
a young teacher jilted by her employer. Illumined by Munro’s unflinching insight, these lives draw us in
with their quiet depth and surprise us with unexpected turns. And while most are set in her signature
territory around Lake Huron, some strike even closer to home: an astonishing suite of four autobiographical
tales offers an unprecedented glimpse into Munro’s own childhood. Exalted by her clarity of vision and her
unparalleled gift for storytelling, Dear Life shows how strange, perilous, and extraordinary ordinary life can
be.
Fight with Me - Kristen Proby 2020-06-17
From New York Times Bestselling Author Kristen Proby comes Fight With Me?Jules Montgomery is too
busy and content with her life to worry about a man, especially one Nate McKenna. If growing up with four
brothers has taught her anything, she knows to stay away from sexy men with tattoos and motorcycles.
That goes double if he's your boss. During the one incredible night they shared, he violated the no
fraternization policy...among other things, and it won't happen again. Jules won't risk her career for mindblowing sex, no matter how much her body and her heart keep arguing with her. Nate McKenna couldn't
care less about the no fraternizing policy. He wants Jules and he'll have her. He's not a man to be taken
lightly, and Jules Montgomery is about to find out just how he responds to being pushed aside after the best
night of sex he's ever had. Nate knows that Jules is meant to be his, and he'll stop at nothing to have her by
his side.
Pantun mélayu - Richard James Wilkinson 1914
Basic Concepts of Intercultural Communication - Milton Bennett 2013-10-31
In the long-awaited second edition of Basic Concepts of Intercultural Communication, Milton J. Bennett
provides a comprehensive overview of the field from a constructivist perspective. In addition to his
insightful analysis, Bennett offers a full complement of classic readings on the topic of intercultural
communication, including: • “Science and Linguistics,” by Benjamin Lee Whorf • “The Power of Hidden
Differences,” by Edward T. Hall • “Culture: A Perceptual Approach,” by Marshall R. Singer •
“Communication in a Global Village,” by Dean Barlund • “Cultural Identity: Reflections on
Multiculturalism,” by Peter S. Adler
Jakarta Inside Out - Daniel Ziv 2002
Kind Looking Eyes (Versi Bahasa Inggris) - Ahmad Tohari 2015-04-07
This book is an anthology of Ahmad Tohari’s fifteen short-stories that had appeared in countless
newspapers between 1983 and 1997. Like his novels, his short-stories always have distinct characteristics.
He always portrays the lives of the poor people or the low working class, with all their pain and struggles.
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Ahmad Tohari knew their lives well. As a result, he was able to weave the stories with a touching sympathy
and empathy that can enrich the readers’ mind.
This Earth of Mankind - Pramoedya Ananta Toer 1996-05-01
Minke is a young Javanese student of great intelligence and ambition. Living equally among the colonists
and colonized of 19th-century Java, he battles against the confines of colonial strictures. It is his love for
Annelies that enables him to find the strength to embrace his world.
Supernova - Dewi Lestari
Supernova: The Knight, The Princess and the Falling Star presents a series of intertwined and
unconventional love stories, straight and gay, with a bit of science and spirituality added to the mix. The
major characters are young, urban, and technologically highly aware. They are caught up in major forms of
contemporary social conflict. The work has been highly acclaimed. The poet Taufiq Ismail has written: "A
renewal has taken place in Indonesian literature over the past decade. Supernova is an intelligent, unique
and truly exciting exploration of science, spirituality and the nature of love." The literary critic Jacob
Soemardjo suggests: "This is an attractive novel by a young writer. It is an intellectual work in the form of a
work of pop art, set in the real world. It opposes old values with new ways of understanding, so that readers
can see the world in a different way."
Karyamin's Smile (Versi Bahasa Inggris) - Ahmad Tohari 2015-04-07
This short story collection contains 13 short stories by Ahmad Tohari which were written between 1976 and
1986. Like his previous works, in this collection Tohari stays true to his path and presents the village life as
well as the daily struggles of the poor and innocent people. As what has been described in the “Foreword”,
Tohari’s strength lies in the village setting which is rich with intricate details about the local plants and
animals. Apart from that, Tohari’s style is clear, direct, and simple although his stories also apply strong
metaphors and irony.
Sri Sumarah, and Other Stories - Umar Kayam 1980
Words of Silk - Sandra Brown 2007-07-31
Laney McLeod's chance encounter in a Manhattan elevator leads to a one-night stand with a wealthy
playboy -- but a few months later he's back with shocking news, as irresistible as ever. Laney's life changes
the minute she gets stuck in an elevator in Manhattan -- and relies on a handsome stranger named Deke
Sargent to help her fight her claustrophobia. When the power comes back on, the two find themselves in a
passionate embrace that leads to a single night together. Shocked by her own recklessness, Laney
disappears the next morning. Months later, she receives an even greater shock: Deke shows up with an
astounding announcement. Unable to forget the chemistry between them, but afraid that she's just another
notch on this wealthy playboy's bedpost, Laney must face an even deeper fear . . . or forever lose the one
man she can't resist.
Home - Leila Chudori 2015-10-13
An epic historical saga, Home expands Oscar-nominated documentary The Act of Killing's scope to delve
into Indonesia's tragic 20th century
How to Be a Master of Ceremonies Cuffed, Tied, and Satisfied - JAIYA 2014-06-17
BANISH BORING SEX AND UNLEASH ORGASMIC ECSTASY WITH POWER, RESTRAINT, AND
SENSATION PLAY! Are you ready to expand your sexual boundaries? If you’ve ever fantasized about being
taken by your man, dreamed of playing with handcuffs, ropes, and paddles, or been turned on by the
thought of wickedly wielding power over your lover, you’ve found the right book! Award-winning Sexologist
and author Jaiya will be your Mistress in this fun-to-read handbook that will transform your sex life.
CUFFED, TIED, AND SATISFIED leads the kink novice and pro alike on a shame-free personal journey to
sexual empowerment, including your full plan for safely playing on the edge, setting boundaries, and
communicating with your partner about your deepest, darkest, untapped desires. Jaiya will teach you how
to make your sexual fantasies a safe reality through: • SENSORY PLAY - Blindfolded and tied to the bed;
you’re helpless as every inch of your skin is awakened with your lover’s hot breath and a delicious feather…
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• POWER ROLES - You’ve drawn up your own sexy contract detailing every moment of how you want your
lover to take you to full surrender; he looks into your eyes and pulls you to your knees… • IMPACT AND
TOYS - Just the sound of your wicked crop sends your lover into ecstasy; the anticipation has you both on
the brink of extraordinary pleasure… • ROLE PLAYING - Standing naked in front of your lover, they admire
your black thigh-high heels. You’ve empowered your inner Dominatrix, and you’re ready to take control…
CUFFED, TIED, AND SATISFIED is all you need to bring kink out of the dungeon and into your bedroom.
The Last Crowd *Edisi Bahasa Inggris Dari Kerumunan Terakhir - Okky Madasari 2017-07-31
A story of human confusion in the midst of a fast-changing digital era, when humans don’t have much
chance to stop, look back, and contemplate. Moving from one crowd to another, from connecting to
alienating, we flock to the future and leave the past behind. Technology has transformed human civilisation.
Social network is the new world, where tremendous amount of time is spent running away from the harsh
reality of life lled with defeat and absurdity. The novel portrays a young Generation Y, who lives in two
worlds with blurring boundaries. Unable to distinguish what's real and what's virtual, Jayanegara falls into
the trap of hope and illusion of cyberspace. As the rst Indonesian novel that explores the pressing issue of
human existence in an era where modern technology consumes our existence, The Last Crowd cleverly
unravels our deepest fears and desires: loneliness, isolation, and an innate obsession to be whoever we
want to be on screens.
Child of All Nations - Pramoedya Ananta Toer 1996-05-01
In Child of All Nations, the reader is immediately swept up by a story that is profoundly feminist,
devastatingly anticolonialist—and full of heartbreak, suspense, love, and fury. Pramoedya immerses the
reader in a world that is astonishing in its vividness: the cultural whirlpool that was the Dutch East Indies
of the 1890s. A story of awakening, it follows Minke, the main character of This Earth of Mankind, as he
struggles to overcome the injustice all around him. Pramoedya's full literary genius is evident in the
brilliant characters that populate this world: Minke's fragile Mixed-Race wife; a young Chinese
revolutionary; an embattled Javanese peasant and his impoverished family; the French painter Jean Marais,
to name just a few.
Two Alone - Sandra Brown 2017-12-05
Damn her. His body was still on fire. Damn her, why had she responded that way? So honestly. With no
coyness. No affectation. Her mouth had been so receptive. Her kisses so generous. Her breasts so soft...
Only two survive the small plane crash in the Canadian wilderness miles from civilization: Rusty Carlson, a
real estate agent from Beverly Hills, who has never faced anything more perilous than L.A.’s rush hour
traffic; and Cooper Landry, an embittered Vietnam veteran, who has endured the horrors of warfare and a
POW camp. Rusty wouldn’t have believed herself capable of dragging her unconscious fellow passenger
from the wreckage, but that was only the first challenge confronting her. The man himself is as hostile and
unforgiving as the mountainous terrain in which they’re stranded. If they had a choice, they would go their
separate ways. But they don’t. If they want to live, they must stay together. Teamed against the harsh
elements, injury, and a pair of conniving cutthroats, Rusty and Cooper must rely on each other in order to
survive. In a one room cabin they find shelter. . .but, as winter closes in, they have no protection against the
sexual attraction that becomes the real test of their fortitude. Within those four rough walls, Rusty
discovers that Cooper’s brusqueness arises from immeasurable heartache, and, to Cooper’s dismay, his
credo of No romance, no love, no thanks becomes his desperate chant to ward against Rusty’s allure.
Forensic Investigator - Esther McKay 2009-08-03
FORENSIC INVESTIGATOR Geoff Bernasconi had always been passionate about his job as a policeman in
rural New South Wales and, from the earliest days of his career, went the extra mile, both for victims of
crime and for their families. But one night in 1984, he was called to investigate the scene of an horrific car
accident in which an entire family had been wiped out – and which it was impossible for him to forget.
Geoff's day-to-day working life became a catalogue of tragedies, some of which involved people close to
him, and he found himself spiralling downwards in the grip of post-traumatic stress disorder. When Esther
Mckay, fellow forensic investigator and author of the best-selling Crime Scene, heard that Geoff has been
awarded maximum compensation for his suffering, she knew immediately this was a story that needed to be
told. This is a harrowing account of what it is like to work on the front-line of crime and tragedy as a
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forensic investigator. But it is also the inspiring story of someone who has been exposed to sights and
experiences many of us can hardly even imagine, yet has emerged from the darkness to begin his journey to
recovery.
Sitti Nurbaya - Marah Rusli 2009
First published in 1922, the novel "Sitti Nurbaya: A Love Unrealized," by Marah Rusli, retains the
poignancy that made it a modern Indonesian classic. In terms of its social impact in what was then the
Dutch East Indies, "Sitti Nurbaya" may be compared to "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in the ante-bellum United
States. Even to this day, the issues of injustice and indignities suffered by women that this novel raised
continue to be debated throughout the country. Rich in description, dense with ironic foreboding and the
inexorable workings of fate, Sitti Nurbaya is Samsu and "Sitti Nurbaya"'s ill-fated love story. But in their
wishes, the reader might also also discern young people's tantalizing dream of what the East Indies society
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might become, or could become, if only local genius, embodied in a modernizing youth emancipated from
stifling traditions, could fuse with European genius in mutual respect and admiration. This too was, of
course, a dream never to be realized, and one perhaps which never could have been realized.
Super Jumbo - Fred Koehler 2016-02-16
The charmingly oblivious elephant Little Jumbo "saves the day" in a superhero story that’s perfect for fans
of Ian Falconer’s Olivia Being a superhero isn’t easy. All Little Jumbo wants to do is fight crime and defend
the weak, by doing things like halting traffic for snails to cross the street and stopping Dad from sneaking
cookies. It’s not his fault grown-ups don’t appreciate his heroic deeds! Luckily, Little Jumbo doesn't give up
easily. He even powerfully resists cake (his greatest weakness!) to help a new friend in need! Super Jumbo
is the hilariously sweet companion to Fred Koehler’s standout debut, How to Cheer Up Dad, which received
three starred reviews.
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